CE 496 Homework Assignment

Date: 	February 21, 2002	

Due: 	February 28, 2002


This assignment will modify the Tutorial Modeling a Mixing Elbow (2-D) to examine the effect of injecting two immiscible fluids into the elbow whichelbow, which have different densities.



1.  	   First we need to create a longer elbow which extends vertically an additional 64 inches.  Hence repeat Gambit Tutorial you performed in the first homework, but this time make your grid to locate points have dimensions x: -32,+32,16 and y: -32,+96,16.  Points H & I on your grid will now be located at the top right hand corner of your new mesh.  Complete the creation of the mesh as before and save to a elbow_long.grd file.  (You might like to try modifying the grid to incorporate an improved grid with a boundary layer along either side as in your earlier exercise).


2.  	  Repeat Fluent Tutorial 1: Turbulent Flow and Heat Transfer in a Mixing Elbow but make the following modifications:
	a.	Set the solver to “unsteady”

	b.	Choose the Kappa-epsilon viscous turbulence solver

	c.	Select materials from data base of water-liquid and engine-oil.

	c.	Select multiphase option and set model to Volume of fluid, number of phases to 2, primary phase to water-liquid, secondary phase to engine-oil, check implicit body force formulation, VOF scheme: geo-reconstruct, check surface tension and engine-oil/water-liquid tension is 0.0735, Courant number is 0.24, check Solve VOF every iteration.

	d.	Set operating conditions: check gravity and set y component to -9.816 m/sec2 ,sec2, specified density to 889 kg/m3 and Ref position to -31 and -20.

	e.	Set Solve/Solution/Controls with Pressure: Body Force weighted, Pressure velocity coupling: PISO.  Set PISO parameters: check skewness correction and neighbor correction.
f. . 
f.	Set Solve/Iteration with time step to 0.1 sec, time step number to 200 and iterations per time step to 20 max.   



3.	  	There are two ways to provide a look at output over a period of time:


	a.	The first method would be to store intermittently .dat files using the File/Write/Autosave option.  Set AutosaveAuto save data file frequency to print say every N time steps.  The advantage of this method is that one has “everything”, but the downside is the .dat files can be rather large and can quickly fill your hard drive.


	b.	The alternative would be to tell the program to print a hardcopy every so many iterations (or time stepssteps,  I suggest saving every time step).  To do this one must use the Solve/Monitors/Command option which builds macros to do “whatever” on command.  To provide a view of the flow at different times one must print out pictures intermittently.   A good view to print would be Display/Coutours of Phases/Volume fraction of engine-oil with Levels set to 2.   One requires 2 defined commands: The first command could be to display every 5 times steps what you want to see.  The second command could be to save the display also every 5 time steps but immediately after the first command. Note in File/Hardcopy/Save the name of the file must be “name%t.tif” in order for the program to assign a time step to each file name.  This approach is a bit tricky to achieve, but satisfying to accomplish and requires much less storage.





4.	In any event I would like to see a sequence of .tif files resulting from your calculations (say 10 spread over the time it takes the oil to reach the exit).	

Place the .tif files you created in a folder titled “your_name” and drop this folder into >t:\classes\ce\ce496\drop-box. As HWK5.  (Note you will not be able to see into folder, but I should be able to access your folder.
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